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PHYSICS:  Friction

Friction
Introduction:

If we project a block of mass m with initial velocity 0v  along a long horizontal table, it eventually comes to
rest. This means that, while it is moving, it experiences an average acceleration a  that points in the
direction opposite to its motion. If (in an inertial frame) we see that a body is being accelerated, we always
associate a force, defined from Newton’s second law, with the motion. In this case we declare that the
table exerts a force of friction, whose average value is ,ma  on the sliding block.

Actually, whenever the surface of one body slides or has a tendency to slide over that of another, each
body exerts a frictional force on the other, parallel to the surfaces. The frictional force on each body is in
a direction opposite to its motion relative to the other body. Frictional forces automatically oppose the
relative motion and never aid it. Even when there is no relative motion, frictional forces may exist between
surfaces (but there must be a tendency of relative motion).

Consider a block at rest on a horizontal table as shown in fig. 3.1. We find that the block will not move
even though we apply a small force. We say that our applied force is balanced by an opposite frictional
force exerted on the block by the table, acting along the surface of contact. As we increase the applied
force we find that there is some definite value of theapplied force at which the block just begins to move.
Once motion has started, this same force (without increasing any further) produces accelerated motion.
By reducing the force once motion has started, we find that it is possible to keep the block in uniform
motion without acceleration; this force may be small, but it is never zero.
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The frictional forces acting between surfaces at rest with respect to each other are called forces of static
friction. The maximum force of static friction will be the same as the smallest force necessary to start
motion. Once motion has started, the frictional forces acting between the surfaces usually decrease so that
a smaller force is necessary to maintain uniform motion. The forces acting between surfaces in relative
motion are called forces of kinetic friction.

Nature of friction:

Note that in figure 3.1 the block, of course exerts an equal and opposite frictional force on the table (as
shown in figure 3.2), tending to drag it in the direction of the horizontal force we exert. This frictional force
is due to the bonding of the molecules of the block and the table at the places where the surfaces are in
very close contact. If we focus on the table only (in figure 3.2),

we see that friction tends to move the table in the same direction in which force F tends to move the block.
This  observation leads us to two very important conclusions: (a) friction does not always oppose motion
(because it is friction only which is trying to move the table), (b) friction always opposes relative motion
between surfaces in contact (because it is trying to move the table in the same direction in which the block
has a tendency to move).

Now, analyze  the diagrams given in figure 3.1 once again. In the first diagram no force is applied on the
block due to which it does not have tendency to slide over the surface of the table and hence, the surface
does not apply any opposing (i.e., frictional ) force on the block. In the second diagram we have applied
a small force on the block and its magnitude is being continuously increased. It is clear from the second,
third and fourth diagrams that as we are increasing external force, frictional force acting upon the block
also increases and prevents the block from sliding over the surface of the table. But at a certain instant
friction reaches its  maximum value, referred toas limiting friction, and now if we increase the external
force, even slightly, the block will start sliding in the direction of the external force. We can also say that
now the external force has sufficient magnitude to break molecular bonds between the surfaces.

Therefore, if the applied force is less than limiting friction, the block will not move and the frictional force
will have the same magnitude as that of the external force. As the body is at rest with respect to the surface
on which it is placed, this frictional force is called static frictional force and obviously, static frictional force
can have a magnitude between zero and limiting value of frictional force, or we can write

static limiting limiting0 ( maximum value of  static frictif f f

Now, compare the fourth and fifth diagrams of figure 3.1. In the fourth diagram frictional force has already
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reached its maximum value (i.e., its limiting value) and is just balancing the horizontal force F applied on
the block. If F is increased further by even a negligible amount, the block starts sliding. Once the body has
started sliding it is observed that the magnitude of friction (or we can say the magnitude of kinetic friction)
is constant and is smaller than limiting friction (i.e., maximum value of static friction). We can write

kinetic limitingf f

Laws of friction:

The maximum force of static friction between any pair of dry unlubricated surfaces  follows these two
empirical laws. (1) It is approximately independent of the area of contact, and (2) it is proportional
to the normal force. The normal force, sometimes called loading force, is the one which either body
exerts on the other at right angles to their mutual interface. It arises from the elastic deformation of the
bodies in contact. For a block resting on a horizontal table or sliding along the surface of the table, the
normal force is equal in magnitude to the weight of the block. Because the block has no vertical acceleration,
the table must be exerting  a force on the block that is directed upward and is equal in magnitude to the
downward pull of the earth on the block, that is, equal to the block’s weight.

The  ratio of the magnitude of the maximum force of static friction to the magnitude of the normal force is
called the coefficient of static friction  for the surfaces involved. If  fs represents the magnitude of the
force of static friction, we can write

,s sf µ N ...(1)
where sµ  is the coefficient of static friction and N is the magnitude of the normal force. The equality sign
holds only when sf  has its maximum value, that is, limiting value.

The force of kinetic friction, kf , between dry unlubricated surfaces follows the same two laws as those of
static friction. (1) It is approximately independent of the area of contact and (2) it is proportional to the
normal force. The force of kinetic friction is also reasonably independent of the relative speed with which
the surfaces move over each other.

The ratio of the magnitude of the force of the of kinetic friction to the magnitude of the normal force is
called the coefficient of kinetic friction. If kf  represents the magnitude of the force of kinetic friction

,k kf µ N ...(2)

where kµ  is the coefficient of kinetic friction.

Both s  and kµ  are dimensionless constants, each being the ratio of the magnitudes of the two forces
(frictional force and normal contact force). Usually, for a given pair of surfaces >s kµ µ . The actual values
of s  and k  depend on the nature of both the surfaces in contact. Both s  and k  can exceed unity,
although commonly they are less than one. Note that equations (1) and (2) are the relations between the
magnitudes only of the normal and frictional forces. These forces (frictional force and normal contact
force) are always directed perpendicularly to each other.
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*****************************************************************************
The two laws of friction above were discovered experimentally by Leonardo da vinci and
rediscovered, in 1699, by the French engineer G. Amontons. Leonardo’s statement of the two
laws was remarkable, coming as it did about two countries before the concept of force was fully
developed by Newton. Leonardo’s formulation was : (1) “Friction made by the same weight will
be  of equal resistance at the beginning of the movement though the contact may be of different
breadths and lengths” and (2) “Friction produces double the amount of effort if the weight is
doubled”. The French scientist, Charles A. Coulomb, did many experiments on friction (frictional
force and normal contact force) and pointed out the difference between static and kinetic friction.
*********************************************************************************************

A block of mass m is placed on a rough horizontal surface, as
shown in figure 3.3. At t = 0, a horizontal force ,F t  where 
is a positive constant, is applied on the block. If s  and k  be
coefficients of static and kinetic frictions respectively, find the
frictional force acting on the block as a function of time. Also plot
the frictional force against the applied horizontal force F.

SOLUTION:  The detailed analysis of the given situation is shown  in figure 3.4. At t = 0, when F = 0,
frictional force is also zero but as F starts increasing from zero, frictional force also increases and
balances it or we can say that friction prevents the block from sliding over the horizontal surface. As
time passes, F increases and f also increases.

EXAMPLE : 1
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In fact friction and F have the same magnitude until the block starts sliding. At some time t0, static friction
reaches its maximum  value s N .  After t = t0, F will keep increasing but friction will not increase and
hence the block can not remain in equilibrium and eventually  it acquires motion along the direction of F.
But as soon as the block starts sliding, the nature of the friction becomes kinetic and the magnitude of the
frictional force comes down to k N  and thereafter remains constant as long as the block is in motion. If
the block starts sliding immediately after t = t0, then at t = t0,

F  = f

t0 = µsN

t0 = µsmg

t0 = sµ mg

Therefore, for the time interval (0, t0): f  = F (= t)

and for the time interval (t0, ): f  = kµ N

   = kµ mg

The plot of f  against F is shown in figure 3.5.            

A block of mass m, as shown in fig. 3.6, is resting on a rough inclined plane with angle of inclination . If µ be the
coefficient of friction between the block and the inclined surface, find:

(a) frictional force acting on the block

(b) the maximum angle of inclination, 0, for which the block stays in equilibrium

(c) if  > 0, find the acceleration of the block.

EXAMPLE : 2
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SOLUTION: The forces acting on the block and F.B.D. of the block are shown in figures 3.7 (a) and 3.7(b)
respectively. The weight of the block, mg, has been

resolved along the surface and the direction perpendicular to the inclined surface, as shown in figure
3.7(c). From figure 3.7 (c) it is obvious that the component of the weight of the block parallel to the
surface, mgsin , tries to slide the block down the inclined surface and therefore, the surface applies a
frictional force opposite to the direction of mgsin .

(a) Since, the block is in equilibrium, we have,

 f = mg sin 

and N = mg cos 

(b) As the frictional force acting on the block is static in nature (  the block is at rest w.r.t. the inclined
surface), it must not exceed its limiting value which is equal to µN. Therefore, we have,

f N

mg sin < µ mg cos 

tan < µ

-1tan ....(3)

Therefore, the maximum angle of inclination 0 for which the block remains in equilibrium is 1tan .

(c) If 1tan ,  then obviously the block can not remain in equilibrium or we can also say that for
this angle the limiting friction can not balance the component of the gravitational pull parallel to the surface.
Therefore, the block will accelerate down the incline, as shown in the figure 3.8. In this case the frictional
force is kinetic in nature and hence its magnitude is constant and is equal to µN. Applying Newton’s 2nd
law along the inclined surface, we get,

sinmg f ma

sinmg N ma

sin cosmg mg ma

(sin cos )a g ...(4)                     
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1. A body slipping on a rough horizontal plane moves with a deceleration of 4.0 m/s 2. What is the coefficient
of kinetic friction between the block and the plane?

2. A block is projected along a rough horizontal road with a speed of 10 m/s. If the coefficient of kinetic
friction is 0.10, how far will it travel before coming to rest?

3. A block of mass m is kept on a horizontal table. If the static friction coefficient is , find the frictional force
acting on the block.

4. A rod not reaching the rough floor is inserted between two identical blocks.

 A horizontal force F is applied to the upper end of the rod. Which of the

blocks will move first?    

5. If the coefficient of static friction between a table and a uniform massive rope is µ, what fraction of the
rope can hang over the edge of a table without the rope sliding?

6. A classroom demonstration of Newton's first law is as follows: A glass is covered with a plastic card and
a coin is placed on the card. The card is given a quick strike and the coin falls in the glass.

(a) Should the friction coefficient between the card and the coin be small or large?

(b) Should the coin be light or heavy?

(c) Why does the experiment fail if the card is gently pushed?

7. Why do tyres grip the road better on level ground than they do when going uphill or downhill?

8. When you tighten a nut on a bolt, how are you increasing the frictional force?

9. A car at rest is struck from the rear by a second car. The injuries incurred by the two drivers are of
distinctly different character. Explain.

10. A block rests on an inclined plane with enough friction to prevent it from sliding down. To start the block
moving is it easier to push it up the plane, down the plane, or sideways? Discuss all the three cases in
detail.

11. The angle between the resultant contact force and the normal force exerted by a body on the other is
called the angle of friction. Show that, if  be the angle of friction and  the coefficient of static friction,

1tan .

12. A block of mass m slips on a rough horizontal table under the action of a horizontal force applied to it. The
coefficient of friction between the block and the table is .The table does not move on the floor. Find the
total frictional force applied by the floor on the legs of the table. Do you need the friction coefficient
between the table and the floor or the mass of the table ?

13. A block slides down an inclined plane of slope angle  with constant velocity. It is then projected up the
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same plane with an initial velocity v0. How far up the incline will it move before coming to rest?

Block A is placed over block B which is placed over some smooth horizontal surface, as shown in figure 3.9. It is
given that there is no friction between the horizontal surface and the lower block and appreciable friction exists
between the two blocks. If block B is pulled by costant horizontal force, as shown in figure 3.9, then

(a) find the acceleration of each block and the frictional force acting on each block, if the two blocks
are moving together.

(b) if  coefficient of friction between m1 and m2 be µ,what is the maximum value of F for which the
two blocks will move together?

SOLUTION: Before  focussing on what has been asked, I would like to make you recall a very common
observation. Sometimes you must have noticed that when you pull a book placed on your study table
slowly towards you, the object (lets say, your cellphone) placed on the book also moves along with it.
Here also there is no relative slipping between the two bodies. You are applying a force on the book, but
the cellphone also starts moving. Which force is responsible for the motion of the cellphone? The answer
is: friction ! Actually when we pull the book, the surface of the cellphone exerts a frictional force on the
book, in the direction opposite to the direction in which we are applying the force on the book, to oppose
the motion of the book relative to it and

as a reaction, the surface of the book exerts equal (in magnitude) and opposite frictional force on the
cellphone, as shown in figure 3.10 (b). In this way the cellphone also moves alongwith the book and
friction has succeeded in preventing slipping between these two surfaces in contact which is the sole aim
of friction.

The situation given in the question is no different from what we just discussed. As shown in figure 3.11 (a),
when force F is applied on B towards the right, friction on it acts towards the left and that on A towards the
right. Vertical forces acting on the two bodies  are shown in figure 3.11(b). If we assume that the acceleration
of each body is a, then applying Newton’s 2nd law to both the bodies (along their accelerations), we get,

EXAMPLE : 3
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For m1: 1f m a ...(i)

For m2 : 2F f m a ...(ii)

Solving equations (i) and (ii), we get,

1

1 2

m Ff
m m

   and    
1 2

Fa
m m

(b) Since frictional force acting on the block A is static in nature, we can write,

f < µN1

1
1

1 2

m F m g
m m

1 2( )F m m g

max 1 2( )F m m g

Therefore, the two bodies will move together only if the applied force F is not greater than 1 2 .m m g

Now, in order to understand this result intuitively read the following. In part (a) we got 1

1 2

m Ff
m m

 (for

the case when the two bodies are moving together). Here you can see that .f F  It is quite obvious why
we got .f F  When we increase F, acceleration of the block B increases and now to prevent relative
motion between the block A and the block B, the acceleration of the block A also must increase. Here
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friction comes to the rescue. Friction increases its value to increase the acceleration of the block A and to
decrease the acceleration of the block B and therefore, accelerations of the blocks are still equal. But if we
keep on increasing F, then friction can increase only if its limiting value is not achieved. If  we increase F
when friction has already achieved its limiting value, then the acceleration of the lower block will increase
but that of the upper block can not increase because friction can not increase anymore and  hence
acceleration of the lower block would be greater than that of the upper block. Now, there will be relative
motion between the two blocks and the nature of the friction would be kinetic.

In the previous example, if the force F is given by F t  (  is a positive constant), find how the accelerations  of
the block A and of the block B depend on t, if the coefficient of friction between the blocks is equal to µ. Draw the
approximate plot of these dependencies.

SOLUTION:  It is quite obvious from the previous discussion that from t = 0 to some instant, lets say t0, the
blocks will move together, that is, there will be no slipping between the blocks and for this duration of time
friction will be static in nature. After t0, there will be relative motion between the blocks and the friction
would be kinetic in nature. The forces acting on the two blocks and their assumed accelerations are shown
in figure 3.12.

For t < t0 :

1 2 ( ,say)a a a

for m1: 1f m a

for m2: 2F f m a

1

1 2

m Fa
m m

2

1 2

m t
m m

1f m a

1 2

1 2

m m t
m m

At  t = t0

1f N

1 2
0 1

1 2

m m t m g
m m

EXAMPLE : 4
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1 2
0

2

( )m m gt
m

For t > t0 :

1 1f N m g

1
1

1 1

m gfa g
m m

and 1 1
2

2 2 2 2

t m g m gF f ta
m m m m

It is clear from the obtained expressions for the accelerations of the blocks that till  t0 the bodies are
moving together but at t0, friction reaches its limiting value and thereafter acceleration of the upper block
becomes constant and that of the lower block keeps on increasing due to increase in magnitude of F.
Dependencies of 1a  and 2a  on time are shown in figure 3.13.
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A block of mass m is placed on a rough horizontal surface as shown in figure 3.14. If µ be the coefficient of friction
between the block and the horizontal  surface, find the minimum force required to slide the  block over the given
horizontal surface.

SOLUTION : In example 1, we have seen that the block started sliding when horizontal force  applied on it
became  equal to µmg. For a moment you might think that µmg itself is the minimum force required to
slide the block, but that is not true. It is true that the body starts sliding if the horizontal force acting on it is
sufficient enough to overcome the limiting frictional force that will act on the block and hence, minimum
force along the horizontal direction must be equal to the value of the limiting friction. But here you should
notice that the value of the limiting friction is µN, not µmg and in order to find out the minimum force
required to move the block, we must also give a thought to decrease the magnitude of N.

As shown in figure 3.15, we are applying a force on the block at an angle   with the horizontal. As the
block is in equilibrium in the vertical direction, we have

N + Fsin  = mg

N = mg – F sin    (We have reduced the magnitude of N!) .....(i)

To just slide the block,

Fcos = f

= µN

= µ(mg–Fsin )

EXAMPLE : 5
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= µmg – µFsin

F = cos sin
mg

.....(ii)

When F is minimum, 0dF
d

–µmg(–sin  + µcos ) = 0

sin  = µcos

tan  = µ

2 2

1sin and cos
1 1

min

2 2

1
1 1

µmgF

2 2

2

1 1
1

µmg mg

Clearly, this value is smaller than µmg.
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1. A 100 kg load is uniformly moved over a horizontal plane by a force F applied at an angle 30° to the
horizontal. Find this force if the coefficient of friction between the load and the plane is 0.3.

2. Consider the situation shown in figure. The block B moves on a frictionless surface, while the coefficient of
friction between A and the surface on which it moves is 0.2. Find the acceleration with which the masses
move and also the tensions in the strings.

3. Find the acceleration of the two blocks of 4 kg and 5kg mass if a force of 40 N is applied on 4 kg block.
Friction coefficients between the respective surfaces are shown in figure.

4. Find the maximum possible force which can be applied to the 8kg block shown in figure to  move both the
blocks together if the bottom surface is (a) frictionless; (b) having a friction coefficient 0.3.
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5. A 20 kg box rests on the flat floor of a truck. The coefficients of friction between the box and the floor are
0.15s  and 0.10.k  The truck stops at a stop sign and then starts to move with an acceleration of 2

m/s². If the box is 2.2 m from the rear of the truck when the truck starts, how much time elapses before the
box falls off the rear of the truck? How far does the truck travel in this time?

6. The friction coefficient between the two blocks shown in figure is  but the floor is smooth.

(a) What maximum horizontal force F can be applied without disturbing  the equilibrium of the system ?

(b) Suppose the horizontal force applied is double of that found in part (a). Find the accelerations of the
two masses.
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A block of mass m moving to the left at a speed of 0.5 m/s relative to the ground is placed on a belt that is moving
at a constant speed of 1.6 m/s to the right as shown in figure 3.16. If the coefficient of friction is 0.3, how much
time does the block take to stop slipping over the belt? (Take g = 10 m/s²).

SOLUTION: As the block is slipping over the surface of the belt, the frictional force, f, acting on the block will
be kinetic in nature and it will act in the opposite direction of motion of the block with respect to the belt.
The situation is shown in figure. 3.17. Due to action of f, the block will first decelerate and after attaining
zero velocity with respect to the ground, it will accelerate towards the right. When the block gets the same
velocity as that of the part of the belt in contact with it, it will stop slipping over the belt’s surface and then
friction disappears. Therefore, if we assume that the block was placed on the belt at t = 0 and stopped
slipping at t = t0, then using v = u + at, we get,

01.6 0.5 f t
m

0 0 02.1 N mgt t gt
m m

0
2.1 2.1

0.7sec.
0.3 10

t
g

A heavy chain of length L with mass per unit length  is pulled by a constant force F along a horizontal surface
consisting of a smooth section and a rough section as shown in fig.3.18. The chain is initially at rest on the rough
surface with x = 0. The coefficient of kinetic friction  between chain and the rough surface is µ. Determine the
velocity v of the chain when x = L.

EXAMPLE : 6

EXAMPLE : 7
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SOLUTION: At some ‘x’, let the velocity be v and the acceleration be  a, as shown in the figure. 3.19. As the
chain is sliding at the moment under consideration, friction force acting on it is kinetic in nature. Therefore,
at this moment frictional force would be µ N' , as shown in figure, where N'  is the normal contact force on
the chain from the rough surface, which is equal to the weight of the part of the chain on the rough surface.
Applying Newton’s 2nd law on the chain along the horizontal direction, we get,

F – f = ma

F – µN' = ma

F – µ(L – x) g = La

a = F g
L L

 (L – x)

.dv dx F gg x
dx dt L L

. F gv dv g dx x dx
L L

0 0 0

. .
v x xF gv dv g dx x dx

L L

2 2

2 2
v F g xg x

L L

When x = L, if velocity of the chain be v0, then

2 2
0

2 2
v F gLg L

L L

2
F gLgL

2
F gL

0
2Fv gL
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A block of mass m1 rests on a rough horizontal plane with which its coefficient of friction is µ. A light string attached
to this block passes over a light frictionless pulley and carries another block of mass m2 as shown in figure 3.20.
If  the system is just about to move,  find the value of µ in terms of m1, m2 and . Also find the tension in the string.

SOLUTION: Forces acting on m1 and m2 are shown in figure 3.21 and their free body diagrams are shown in
figure3.22.

As  m1 is just about to move, its acceleration is considered to be zero and the frictional  force acting on it
would be at its limiting value, µN. As the acceleration of m1 is zero, that of m2 would also be zero, because
m1 and m2 are connected by the same string. Applying Newton’s 2nd law on m1, we get,

1sin 0T N m g ...(i) [For vertical direction]

and cos 0T f [For horizontal direction]

cos 0T N ...(ii)

EXAMPLE : 8
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Applying the same for m2, along the vertical direction, we get,

2 0T m g ...(iii)

Solving equations (i), (ii) and (iii), we get,

2T m g

and 2

1 2

cos
sin

m
m m

A block of mass m lies on the horizontal surface of a truck at a distance l = 2m from the rear end as shown in figure
3.23. The coefficient of friction between the block and the truck is µ = 0.2.

(a) What is the maximum forward acceleration a0 of the truck if the block is to be kept at rest relative
to the truck?

(b) If the acceleration of the truck is a = 2a0, find the time after which the block will fall off the truck.

SOLUTION:  (a)    If the block is to be kept at rest with respect to the truck, it must have the same acceleration
with respect to the ground as that of the truck. Obviously, the force of friction acting upon the block from
the surface of the truck provides this acceleration to the block, as shown in figure 3.24.

You can compare this example with example 3. The two situations are almost the same. When the acceleration
is maximum, frictional force on the block would have its maximum value, i.e., limiting value. Applying
Newton’s 2nd law to the block along horizontal direction, we get

EXAMPLE : 9
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f = ma

When a = a0

f = ma0

0N ma

0mg ma

0a g

(b) When acceleration of the truck is a = 2a0 = 2µg, the block would slip backwards with respect to
the truck, because the block can not have an acceleration greater than a0(= µg), as the horizontal force
acting upon it, the friction force, has a maximum value of µN (= µmg), as shown in figure 3.25. Therefore,
this is a case of slipping and hence the frictional force acting on the block will be kinetic in nature, i.e., its
magnitude would be µN(=µmg). In this case what we observe from the ground frame is shown in figure
3.25 and what we observe from the frame of the truck is shown in figure 3.26.

If the block falls off from the truck after a time ‘t’, then for the observation made from the frame of the
truck, we can write,

21 ( )
2

g t l

2lt
g
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Figure 3.27 shows two blocks in contact sliding down an inclined surface of inclination 30°. The friction coefficient
between the block of mass 4.0 kg and the inclined surface is µ1, and that between the block of mass 2.0 kg and
the inclined surface is µ2. Calculate the acceleration of the 2.0 kg block if

(a)  1 0.20  and 2 0.30

(b)  1 0.20  and 2 0.20

(c)   and 2 0.20 .

Take  g = 10 m/s².

SOLUTION:  Before getting started for the three different cases, we must examine the result obtained in part
‘C’ of Example 2. For a single block placed on the surface, we have

(sin cos )a g

Therefore, if  is kept constant, a decreases with increase in µ. For the two bodies placed on the inclined
surface, (without touching each other) we have.

1 1(sin cos )a g

and 2 2(sin cos )a g

If 1 2 ,  then   1 2 ;a a

if 1 2 ,  then 1 2 ;a a

if 1 2 ,  then 1 2 ;a a

(a) We have, 1 20.20 and 0.30 , therefore, the 4 kg block will have a greater acceleration than
the 2 kg block and they will get separated from each other. It is therefore obvious that the normal
contact force between the bodies is zero.

Therefore,
2

1 1
1 3(sin cos ) 10 0.2 4.83 /
2 2

a g m s

and
2

2
1 3(sin cos ) 10 0.3 4.74 /
2 2

g m s

(b) We have, 1 20.20 and 0.20 , therefore, when the system is released from rest, the two
bodies will get the same acceleration without exerting any force on each other. They might appear
in contact but actually no block has a tendency to exert a force on the other. Therefore, in this case
also, normal contact force between the bodies is zero.

EXAMPLE : 10
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Hence, 1 2 2
1 3(sin cos ) 10 0.2 4.83 /
2 2

a a g m s

(c) We have, 1 20.30 and 0.20 , therefore, in this case the 2 kg block has a tendency of
greater acceleration but obviously it cannot jump over the 4 kg block. In this case also the two
blocks will slide down together but with a new feature. In this case the 2 kg block will be exerting
a force down the incline on the 4 kg block and as a reaction the 4 kg block will exert a force up
the incline on the 2 kg block, as shown in figure 3.28(a). In figure 3.28(b), I have shown F.B.D.s
of the two blocks in which N1 and N2 are normal contact forces from the inclined surface and N is
the contact force between the blocks. In figure 3.28(c) we are considering m1 and m2 as a single
system and analyzing forces on it along the inclined surface only. Therefore, from figure 3.28(c),
we have,

1 2 1 1 2

1 2

( ) sin 30
( )

m m g N Na
m m

1 2 1 1 2 2

1 2

( ) sin 30 cos30 cos30m m g m g m ga
m m

2

1 3 3(4 2) 10 0.3 4 10 0.2 2 10
2 2 2 2.7 /

4 2
a m s
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In the arrangement shown in figure 3.29, the block of mass m is connected to a tight string whose other end  is
fixed to a rigid surface. The string passes over a frictionless pulley fixed to the other block of mass M. There is no
friction between M and ground. The coefficient of friction between m and M is µ. The two parts of the string are
horizontal and vertical. Find the acceleration of m with respect to the ground.

SOLUTION:  Before discussing the fine details of the given situation , let us just view the system “ block M +
block m + pulley + string between pulley and m” as a whole, as shown in figure 3.30. The only  horizontal
external force on the system is the tension force from the string between the pulley and the fixed support.
Needless to say, our system would accelerate towards right with an acceleration

Ta
M m ...(a),

EXAMPLE : 11
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where T is the tension in the string , and of course block m would have an acceleration of the same
magnitude in the downward direction too. Net acceleration of the block m,a0, with respect to the ground
is shown in figure 3.31.

Different forces acting on the bodies and their F.B.D.s are shown in figure 3.32(a) and 3.32(b), respectively.
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From figure 3.32(b), we  have,

For m: N = ma ....(i)

and mg –T – f = ma

mg – T – µN = ma ...(ii)

For M: T – N = Ma ...(iii)

and N1 = Mg + f + T

N1 = Mg + µN + T ...(iv)

Adding equations (ii) and (iii), we get

1mg N m M a

Substituting N = ma from equation (i) in above equation, we get

1mg ma m M a

1m M a ma mg

2
mga

m M

Therefore acceleration of m with respect to the ground is

22
2

mga
m M

Find the accelerations 1 2 3, ,a a a  of the three blocks shown in figure 3.33 if a horizontal force of 10N is applied on
(a) the 2kg block, (b) the 3kg block. Take g = 10 m/s²

EXAMPLE : 12
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SOLUTION: Before attempting any of the given two cases we should first calculate the normal contact forces
between the different bodies. This will help us while calculating frictional forces acting on different surfaces.
N1 is the normal contact force between m1 and m2, N2 is the normal contact force between m2 and m3 and
N3 is the normal contact force on m3 from ground, as shown in figure 3.34. As the bodies would move in
horizontal direction only, for both the cases we have,

1 1N m g

2 10

20  newton,

2 1 2N N m g

20 3 10

50  newton,

and 3 2 3N N m g

50 7 10

120  newton.

Frictional force between m1 and m2, f1, would be governed by the normal contact force between m1 and
m2, which is N1(= 20 newton) and frictional force between m2 and m3 would be governed by the normal
contact force between m2 and m3, which is N2(50 newton). There would be no frictional force between
the lowermost block and ground.

(a)   In this case a force, F, of magnitude 10 N is
acting on the block of mass 2 kg, m1, towards
the right. As soon as F is applied on m1, it will
have a tendency to slide towards the right with
respect to the block on which it is placed, i.e.,
block m2. Therefore frictional force on m1 will
act towards the left which is denoted as f1 and as
a reaction the frictional force on m2 will act
towards the right, as shown in figure 3.35. Now,
f1 will play the same role between m2 and m3 as
F played between m1 and m2. f1 will try to slide
m2 with respect to m3 towards the right and
therefore frictional force on m2 from m3 will act
towards the left and hence on m3 the friction from
m2 will act towards the right, which is denoted as
f2, as shown in figure 3.35.
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Till this moment it is not clear whether the  blocks would slide on each other or not. Therefore, we assume
that there is no slipping at any of the two contact surfaces and all the three blocks are moving together. In
this case f1 and f2 must be static  in nature. Therefore, from figure 3.35 we have,

  a1 = a2 = a3

1 1 2 2

1 2 3

f f f f f
m m m

1 1 2 210
2 3 7

f f f f

f1 = 8.33newton and f2 = 5.833 newton.

From what we have discussed in the previous examples, you must now be having a clear idea about the
nature of the friction. It tries to prevent slipping between surfaces in contact and for this it provides just
sufficient force if this requirement is smaller than its maximum possible value N . But if the requirement
of frictional force to prevent slipping is greater than N  then it fails to prevent slipping and then its nature
is kinetic.

The values of f1 and f2 above are in fact their required values to prevent slipping. Now we should check
whether these requirements are smaller or greater than the maximum possible available values or limiting
values of f1 and f2. We have,

max1 1 1 0.2 20 newtonf N

        = 4 newton < 8.33 newton

           limiting value of f1 < value of f1 required to prevent slipping between m1 and m2.

Therefore, slipping between m1 and m2 can not be prevented and hence a1 will be different from a2.

Again,

max2 2 2 0.3 50 newtonf N
        = 15 newton > 5.833 newton

limiting value of f2 > value of f2 required to prevent slipping between m2 and m3.

Therefore, there will be no slipping between m2 and m3 and hence a2 will be equal to a3. Needless to say
f2 would be static in nature.

Now, we know that in this case what we assumed initially was wrong, because friction between m1 and
m2 is not sufficient enough to prevent slipping between them. In this case m2 and m3 are moving together;
therefore we should consider themn as a single body, as shown in figure 3.36. From figure 3.36, we have

1
1

1

F fa
m
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10 0.2 20
2

10 4
2

    =  3 m/s2.

and     a2 = a3
1

2 3

f
m m

1

2 3

0.2 20
10

N
m m

                    = 0.4 m/s2.

(b) In this case F(= 10 N) is acting on the middle
block. As a result m2 would try to slide forward with
respect to both m1 and m3 and hence frictional force
on m2 from both m1 and m3 will act in the backward
direction as shown in fig.3.37. From Newton’s 3rd
law it is obvious that friction on m1 and m3 will act in
the forward direction. Following the same approach
as we did in part (a),

For no slipping we have

a1 = a2 = a3

1 1 2 2

1 2 3

f F f f f
m m m

1 1 2 210
2 3 7
f f f f

f1 = 1.66 newton,

which is smaller than its limiting value (= 4 newton)  and f2 = 5.83 newton, which is also smaller than its
limiting value (= 15 newton).

Therefore, in this case sufficient friction is available at all surfaces to prevent slipping. So, in this case our
assumption is true and hence above calculated values only are their actual values and hence,

a1 = a2 = a3
1

1

f
m

21.66 0.83 /
2

m s .
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In figure 3.38 masses m1, m2 and M are 20 kg, 5 kg and 50 kg respectively. The coefficient of friction between M
and ground is zero. The coefficient of friction between m1 and M and that between m2 and ground is 0.3. The
pulleys and the strings are massless. The string is perfectly horizontal between P1 and m1 and also between P2 and
m2. The string is perfectly vertical between P1 and P2. An external force F is applied to the mass M. Take g =
10m/s²

(a) Draw a free body diagram for mass M, clearly showing all the forces.
(b) Let the magnitude of the force of friction between m1 and M be f1 and that between m2 and

ground be f2. For a particular force F it is found that f1 = 2f2. Find f1 and f2. Write equations of
motion of all the masses. Find F, tension in the string and acceleration of the masses.

SOLUTION: (a) The free body diagram of M is shown in figure 3.39.

In the  figure above, the notations used are as follows:

T  tension in the string;

F  external force applied on M;

EXAMPLE : 13
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N1  normal contact force on M, applied by m1;

N  normal  contact force on M, applied by ground;

Mg  weight of M;

f1  frictional force on M from m1.

(b) When we analyze the given system, we are bound to look for the following three possible cases:

1. System is not moving at all

2. m1 and M are moving together, i.e., there is not slipping between m1 and M

3. There is slipping between m1 and M, i.e., m1 and M are moving with different accelerations.

Now, let us explore all the three possibilities one by one.

1. SYSTEM IS AT REST : This situation is shown in figure 3.40. As the system is not moving in the
horizontal direction, net horizontal force on m1 and as well as on m2 must be zero.

Therefore, from figure 3.40, we have

f1 = T (for m1)

and f2 = T (for m2)

f1 = f2

But we are given that f1 = 2f2, therefore, our assumption is wrong.

Hence, under the given condition the system can not remain at rest.

2. M AND m1 ARE MOVING TOGETHER : In this case we have assumed that the bodies are moving
but there is no slipping between m1 and M, i.e., m1 and M have the same accelerations, as shown in
figure 3.41. From figure 3.41 it is also clear that m2  will move with the same acceleration as that of m1
and M with respect to ground. In figure 3.41 we are considering all the three bodies as a single system.
External forces acting on the system along horizontal direction and assumed acceleration of the system
are also shown.
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From figure 3.41, we have

2

1 2

F fa
m m M

2

1 2

F m g
m m M

0.3 5 10
20 5 50

F

15
75

F

If T be the tension in the thread and f1 be the static frictional force acting on m1 from M then from figure
3.42, we have,

f1 – f2= (m1 + m2)a

1 2 1 2f f m m a

1515 25
75

F

1515
3

F

But it is given that f1 = 2f2 = 2 × 15 = 30 newton.

Therefore,

1530 15
3

F

60 newtonF

Therefore, 15
75

Fa

245 /
75

m s

  = 0.6 m / s2

From figure 3.42, for block m2 we have,

T –  f2 = m2a
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2 2T f m a

= 15 + 5 ×0.6

= 18 newton.

3.  m1 SLIPPING OVER THE SURFACE OF M : In this case frictional force on m1 from M, f1, will
be kinetic in nature. Therefore,

f1 = m1g = 0.3 × 20 × 10 = 60 newton

As the maximum value of frictional force on m2 from ground , f2, is 15 newton, we can never have f1 = 2f2
for this situation.

Consider the situation shown in figure 3.43 The horizontal surface below the bigger block is smooth. The coefficient
of friction between the blocks is µ. Find the minimum and the maximum force F that can be applied in order to
keep the smaller blocks at rest with respect to the bigger block.

SOLUTION: Consider all the three blocks as a single system, as shown in figure 3.44. Because it is given that
the surface below the bigger block is smooth, F is the only external horizontal force on the system.
Therefore, the system must accelerate in the direction of F. As the blocks A and B are at rest with respect
to bigger the block, all the bodies must have the same acceleration, as shown in figure 3.44. Here we can
write

2
Fa

m M ....(i)

EXAMPLE : 14
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Now, if we view A and B from the frame of the bigger
block, then in this frame the bigger block C and as well as
blocks A and B will be at rest, because there is no relative
motion between the blocks. But in this frame we must
apply a pseudo force to each body. Pseudo forces on the
blocks A and B and weight of the block B are shown in
figure 3.45. From this figure it is quite obvious that pseudo
force on A has a tendency to move the block A leftwards
and as a consequence the block B has a tendency to move
upwards. But at the same time due to the weight of the
block B, the block B also has a tendency to move
downwards.

From equation (i), we know that a is directly proportional
to F. Therefore, when F is maximum, pseudo force on
the block A is also maximum and hence the block A is just
about to slip leftwards and the block B is just about to slip
upwards, as shown in figure 3.46. Frictional force on the
A, f1, is acting towards  right  with magnitude equal to its
limiting value because it is just about to slide and that on
the block B, f2, is acting in downward direction with
magnitude equal to its limiting value.

As in this frame, the blocks A and B are at rest, net force on A and B along the string must be zero.
Therefore, from figure 3.46, we have,

max 1 2ma f f mg

max 1 2ma N N mg

max maxma mg ma mg

max1 1a g

max
1
1

a g

max max2F m M a

1 2
1

m M g
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When F is minimum, pseudo force on the block A  is also minimum and hence it is just about to slide
towards the right and the block B is just about to slide downwards. Therefore, frictional force on the block
A is acting towards left and that on the block is acting upwards, as shown in figure. 3.47.

As the system is at rest, from figure 3.47, we have,

2 1 minmg f f ma

2 1 minmg N N ma

min minmg ma mg ma

min
1
1

a g

min min2F m M a

1 2
1

m M g
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1. Mark the correct statements about the friction between two bodies.
(a) Static friction is always greater than the kinetic friction.
(b) Coefficient of static friction is always greater than the coefficient of kinetic friction.
(c) Limiting friction is always greater than the kinetic friction.
(d) Limiting friction is never less than static friction.

2. The contact force exerted by a body A on another body B is equal to the normal force between the
bodies. We conclude that
(a) the surfaces must be frictionless
(b) the force of friction between the bodies is zero
(c) the magnitude of normal force equals that of friction
(d) the bodies may be rough but they don’t slip on each other.

3. In order to stop a car in shortest distance on a horizontal road, one should
(a) apply the brakes very hard so that the wheels stop rotating
(b) apply the brakes hard enough to just prevent slipping
(c) pump the brakes (press and release)
(d) shut the engine off and not apply brakes.

4. Two cars of unequal masses use similar tyres. If they are moving at the same initial speed, the minimum
stopping distance (air drag is assumed to be negligible)
(a) is smaller for the heavier car (b) is smaller for the lighter car
(c) is same for both cars (d) depends on the volume of the car

5. Consider a vehicle going on a horizontal road towards east. Neglect any force by the air. The frictional
forces on the vehicle by the road
(a) is towards east if the vehicle is accelerating
(b) is zero if the vehicle is moving with a uniform velocity
(c) must be towards east
(d) must be towards west.

6. A block is placed on a rough floor and a horizontal force F is applied on it. The force of friction f  by the
floor on the block is measured for different values of F and a graph is plotted between them.
(a) The graph is a straight line of slope 45°.
(b) The graph is a straight line parallel to the F-axis.
(c) The graph is a straight line of slope 45° for small F and a straight line parallel to the F-axis for large F.
(d) There is a small kink on the graph.
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7. A man pulls a block heavier than himself with a light rope. The coefficient of friction is the same between
the man and the ground, and between the block and the ground.

(a) The block will not move unless the man also move.
(b) The man can move even when the block is stationary.
(c) If both move, the acceleration of the man is greater than the acceleration of the block.
(d) None of the above assertions is correct.

8. wo blocks A and B of the same mass are joined by a light string and placed on a horizontal surface. An
external horizontal force P acts on A. The tension in the string is T . The forces of friction acting on A and
B are F1 and F2 respectively. The limiting value of F1 and F2 is F0. As P is gradually increased,

(a) for P < F0, T = 0
(b) for F0 < P < 2F0, T = P – F0

(c) for P > 2F0, T = P/2
(d) none of the above

9. The two blocks A and B of equal mass are initially in contact when released from rest on the inclined plane.
The coefficients of friction between the inclined plane and A and B are 1 and 2 respectively.

(a) If 1 > 2, the blocks will always remain in contact.
(b) If 1 < 2, the blocks will slide down with different accelerations.

(c) If 1 > 2,  the blocks will have a common acceleration 1 2
1 sin .
2

g

(d) If 1 < 2 , the blocks will have common acceleration 1 2

1 2

sin .g

10. In the figure, the blocks A of mass m is placed on the block B of mass 2 m. B rests on the floor. The
coefficient of friction between A and B as well as that between the floor and B is . Both blocks are given
the same initial velocity to the right. The acceleration of A with respect to B is

(a) zero
(b) g to the left
(c) g to the right

(d)
1
2

g to the right
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11. An insect crawls up a hemispherical surface very slowly (see the figure). The coefficient of friction between
the insect and the surface is 1/3. If the line joining the centre of the hemispherical surface to the insect
makes an angle  with the vertical, the maximum possible value of  is given by

(a) cot 3
(b) tan 3
(c) sec 3

(d) cosec 3

12. Consider the situation shown in figure. The wall is smooth but the surfaces of A and B in contact are rough.
The friction on B due to A in equilibrium

(a) is upward

(b) is downward

(c) is zero

(d) the system cannot remain in equilibrium.

13. A body of mass M is kept on a rough horizontal surface (friction coefficient = µ). A person is trying to pull
the body by applying a horizontal force but the body is not moving. The force by the surface on A is F
where

(a) F = Mg (b) F = µ Mg

(c) 1 ²Mg F Mg µ (d) 1 ²Mg F Mg µ .

14. A 40 kg slab rests on a frictionless floor. A 10 kg block rests on top of the slab as shown in the figure. The
coefficient of static friction between the block and slab is 0.60 and coefficient of kinetic friction is 0.40.
The     10 kg block is acted upon by a horizontal force of 100 N. The resulting acceleration of slab will be:

(a) 1 m/s²

(b) 1.47 m/s²

(c) 1.52 m/s²

(d) 6.1 m/s².

15. If the lower block is held  fixed and force is applied to P. Minimum force required to slide P on Q is 12 N.
Now if Q is free to move on frictionless surface and force is applied to Q then the minimum force F
required to slide P on Q is ________________.
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16. With what minimum acceleration mass M must be moved  on frictionless surface so that m remains stick to
it as shown? The coefficient of friction between M & m is µ.
(a) µg

(b)
g
µ

(c)
µmg

M m

(d)
µmg
M .

17. Find the friction force between the blocks in the adjacent figure.

(a) 6N
(b) 18 N
(c) 5N
(d) 12 N.

18. Two blocks A and B each of same mass are attached  by a thin inextensible string through an ideal pulley.
Initially block B is held in position as shown in fig. Now the block B is released. Block A will slide to right
and hit the pulley in  time tA. Block B will swing and hit the surface in time tB. Assume the surface as
frictionless.Which of the following statement is correct?

(a) tA = tB
(b) tA < tB
(c) tA > tB
(d) data is not sufficient to get relationship between tA and tB.

19. In a tug–of–war contest, two men pull on a horizontal rope from opposite sides. The winner will be the
man who

(a) exerts greater force on the rope

(b) exerts greater force on the ground

(c) exerts a force on the rope which is greater than the tension in the rope

(d) makes a smaller angle with the vertical

20. The coefficient of friction between 4kg and 5 kg blocks is 0.2
and between 5kg block and ground is 0.1 respectively. Choose
the correct statements:

(a) Minimum force needed to cause system to move is 17N      

(b) When force is 4N static friction at all surfaces is 4N to keep system at rest

(c) Maximum acceleration of 4kg block is 2m/s2

(d) Slipping  between 4kg and 5 kg blocks start when F is 17N
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21. A long plank P of the mass 5 kg is placed on a smooth floor. On P is placed a block Q mass 2 kg. The
coefficient of friction between P and Q is 0.5. If a horizontal force 15N is applied to Q, as shown, and you
may take g as

10N/kg,choose the correct statements:

(a) The reaction force on Q due to P is 10N
(b) The acceleration of Q relative to P is 2.5 m/s2

(c) The acceleration of P relative to the floor is 2.0 m/s2

(d) The acceleration of  Q  relative to the floor is (15/7)m/s2

22. A small block of mass m is projected horizontally with speed u where friction coefficient between block
and plane is given by  = cx, where x is displacement of the block on plane. Find maximum distance
covered by the block

(a) cg
u

(b) cg2
u

(c) cg
u2

(d) cg2
u

23. A truck starting from rest moves with an acceleration of 5 m/s2 for 1 sec and then moves with constant
velocity. The velocity w.r.t ground v/s time graph for block on truck is ( Assume that block does not fall off
the truck)

(a) (b) (c) (d) None of these

Question No. 24 to 30 ( 7 questions)

A block of mass M is placed on a horizontal surface and it is tied with an inextensible string to a block of
mass m, as shown in figure. A block of mass m0 is also placed on M
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24. If there is no friction between any two surfaces, then

            (a) the downward acceleration of the block m is 
0

mg
m m M

(b) the acceleration of m0 is zero
(c) if the tension in the string is T then Mg < T < mg
(d) all the above

25. If  be the coefficient of friction between the block M and the horizontal surface then the minimum value
of m0 required to keep the block m stationary is

(a) 
m M (b) 

m M

(c) 
m M (d) 

m M

26. If friction force exists between the block M and the block m0 and not between the block M and the
horizontal surface, then the minimum value of  for which the block m remains stationary is

(a) 
0

m
m (b) 

0

m
m M

(c) 0m m
M (d) none of these

27. The minimum value of  between the block M and m0 (taking horizontal surface frictionless) for which all
the three blocks move together, is

(a) 
0

m
m m M (b) 

m
m M

(c) 
0

0

m
m m M (d) none of these

28. The minimum value of  for which the block m remains stationary is

(a) 
m
M (b) 

0

m
M m

(c) 0M m
M (d) 

0

M
M m
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29. If  < min (the minimum friction required to keep the block m stationary), then the downward acceleration
of m is

(a) 
m M g
m M (b) 

0

0

( )m m M g
m m M

(c) 0( )m m M g
m M (d) 

0

m M g
m m M

30. In previous problem, the tension in the string will be

(a) 
mM g

m M (b) 
0

0

( )m m M g
m m M

(c) 0( )m m M Mg
m M (d) 0( )mM m m M g

m M

31. Two blocks of masses m1 and m2 are placed in contact with each other on a horizontal platform. The
coefficient of friction between the platform and the two blocks is the same. The platform moves with an
acceleration. The force of interaction between the blocks is

(a) zero in all cases
(b) zero only if m1 = m2

(c) nonzero only if m1 > m2

(d) nonzero only if m1 < m2

32. A long block A is at rest on a smooth horizontal surface. A
small block B, whose mass is half of A, is placed on A at
one end and projected along A with some velocity u. The
coefficient of friction between the blocks is .

(a) The blocks will reach a final common velocity 3
u

.

(b) The work done against friction is two-thirds of the initial kinetic energy of B.

(c) Before the blocks reach a common velocity, the acceleration of A relative to B is 
2
3

g .

(d) Before the blocks reach a common velocity the acceleration of A relative to B is 
3
2

g .
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33. A solid block of mass 2 kg is resting inside a cube as shown in the fiugre. The cube is moving with a
velocity ˆ ˆ[5 2 ]v ti tj  m/s. Here t is time in seconds. The block is in rest with respect to the cube and
coefficient of friction between the surfaces of cube and block is 0.2. Then  [take g = 10 m/s²]

(a) force of friction acting on the block is 10N
(b) force of friction actting on the block is 4N
(c) the total force exerted by the block on the cube is 14N
(d) the total force exerted by the block on the cube is 10 5N .

34. In the arrangement shown in fiure [[sin 37 3/ 5]

(a) direction of force of friction is up the plane
(b) the magnitude of force of friction is zero
(c) the tension in the string is 40N
(d) magnitude of force of friction is 56N.
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EXERCISE

1. A block of mass 2.5 kg is kept on a rough horizontal surface. It is found that the block does not slide if a
horizontal force less thaN 15 N IS applied to it. Also it is found that it takes 5 seconds to slide through the
first 10 m if a horizontal force of 15 N is applied and the block is gently pushed to start the motion. Taking
g = 10 m/s 2, calculate the coefficients of static and kinetic friction between the block and the surface.

2. A block slides down an incline of angle 30º with an acceleration g/4. Find the kinetic friction coefficient.

3. A block slides down an inclined surface of inclination 30º with the horizontal. Starting from rest it covers
8 m in the first two seconds. Find the coefficient of kinetic friction between the two.

4. Suppose the block of the previous problem is pushed down the incline with a force of 4N. How far will the
block move in the first two seconds after starting from rest ? The mass of the block is 4 kg.

5. The friction coefficient between a road and the tyre of a vehicle if 4/3. Find the maximum incline the road
may have so that once hard brakes are applied and the wheel starts skidding, the vehicle going down at a
speed of 36 km/hr is stopped within 5 m.

5. A car starts from rest on a half kilometer long bridge. The coefficient of friction between the tyre and the
road is 1.0. Show that one cannot drive through the bridge in less than 10 s.

6. The friction coefficient between an athelete’s shoes and the ground is 0.90. Suppose a superman wears
these shoes and races for 50 m. There is no upper limit on his capacity of running at high speeds.

(a) Find the minimum time that he will have to take in completing the 50 m starting from rest.

(b) Suppose he takes exactly this minimum time to complete the 50 m, what minimum time will he take
to stop?

7. The friction coefficient between the table and the block shown in figure is 0.2.Find the tensions in the two
strings.

8. A particle inside a hollow sphere of radius r, having a coefficient of friction 1/ 3  can rest up to a height

of _______.
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9. A crate is pulled with a force F along a right angled horizontal trough as  in figure. The coefficient of kinetic
friction between the crate and the trough is µ. Find the value of force F required to pull it along the trough
with constant velocity.

’

10. Two masses M1 and M2 are connected by a light rod and the system is slipping down a rough incline of
angle  with the horizontal. The friction coefficient at both the contacts is µ. Find the acceleration of the
system and the force by the rod on one of the blocks.

11. The coefficient of static friction between the two blocks shown in figure is  and the table is smooth.
What maximum horizontal force F can be applied to the block of mass M so that the blocks move
together ?

12. (a) Block A in figure weighs 90 Nt. The coefficient of static friction between the block and the surface on
which it rests is 0.3. The weight of B is 15 Nt, and the system is in equilibrium. Find the friction force exerted
on block A. (b) Find the maximum weight of B for which the system will remain in equilibrium.

13. A small body starts sliding down an inclined plane of inclination , whose base length is equal to l. The
coefficient of friction between the body and the surface is µ. If the angle  is varied keeping l constant, at
what angle will the time of sliding be least?

14. A block of mass 2 kg is pushed against a rough vertical wall with a force of 40 N, coefficient of static
friction being 0.5. Another horiozontal force of 15 N, is applied on the block in a direction parallel to the
wall. Will the block move ? If yes, in which direction ? If no, find the frictional force exerted by the wall on
the block.
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15. A block of mass M is kept on a rough horizontal surface. The coefficient of static friction between the
block and the surface is µ. The block is to be pulled by applying a force to it. What minimum force is
needed to slide the block ? In which direction should this force act ?

16. A body of mass m rests on a horizontal plane with the friction coefficient k. At the moment t = 0 a
horizontal force is applied  to it, which varies with time as F = at, where a is a constant vector. Find the
distance traversed by the body during the first t seconds after the force action began.

17. A small bar starts sliding down an inclined plane forming an angle  with the horizontal. The friction
coefficient depends on the distance x covered as k = x, where  is a constant. Find the distance
covered by the bar till it stops, and its maximum velocity over this distance.

18. A bar of mass m is pulled by means of a thread up an inclined plane forming an angle  with the horizontal
(Fig). The coefficient of friction is equal to k. Find the angle  which the thread must form with the inclined
plane for the  tension of the thread to be minimum. What is it equal to ?

19. A horizontal plane with the coefficient of friction k supports two bodies : a bar and an electric motor with
a battery on a block. A thread attached to the bar is wound on the shaft of the electric motor. The distance
between the bar and the electric motor is equal to l. When the motor is switched on, the bar, whose mass
is twice as great as that of the other body, starts moving with a constant acceleration a. How soon will the
bodies collide?

20. In the arrangement shown in figure the mass of the rod M exceeds the mass m of the ball. The ball has an
opening permitting it to slide along the thread with some friction. The mass of the pulley and the friction in
its axle are negligible. At the initial moment the ball was located opposite the lower end of the rod. When
set free, both bodies began moving with constant accelerations. Find the friction force between the ball
and the thread if t seconds after the  beginning of motion the ball got opposite to the upper end of the rod.
The rod length equals l.

21. Two blocks A and B of mass 2 kg and 4 kg are placed one over the other as
shown in figure. A time varying horizontal force F = 2t is applied on the upper
block as shown in figure. Here t is in second and F is in newton. Draw a graph
showing accelerations  of A and B on y-axis and time on x-axis. Coefficient of

friction between A and  B is 
1
2

µ  and the horizontal surface over which B is
placed is smooth. (g = 10 m/s²)
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22. Determine the acceleration of the 5 kg block A. Neglect the
mass of the pulley and cords. The block B has a mass
of 10 kg. The coefficient of kinetic friction between block

B and the surface is µk = 0.1. (Take g= 10 m/s²)
23. The system is released from rest with cable taut. For the friction coefficient

µs = 0.25 and µk = 0.20, calculate the acceleration of each body and the
tension T in the cable attached with A. Neglect the small mass and friction  
of the pulleys. Take g = 10 m/s².

24. A 10 kg block is resting on a horizontal surface when a
horizontal force F is applied on it for 7 seconds. The
variation of F with time is shown. Find the maximum
velocity reached by the block and the total time for which
the block is in motion. The coefficients of static and kinetic   
friction are both 0.50.

25. Two blocks A and B of mass 1 kg and 2 kg respectively are placed
over a smooth horizontal surface as shown in figure. The coefficient
of friction between blocks A and B is µ = 1/2. An external force of             
magnitude F is applied to the upper block at an angle of 30° below
the horizontal. Find maximum value of F for which A and B move together.

26. In figure, the block A of mass M1 rests on a rough horizontal surface. The coefficient of friction between the
block and the surface is µ. A uniform plank B, of mass M2 rests A.B is prevented from moving by connecting
it to a light rod R which is hinged at one end H. The coefficient of friction between A and B is µ. Find the
accelerations of blocks A and C.

27. A bar of mass m is placed on a triangular block of mass M as shown in figure. The friction coefficient
between the two surfaces is µ and ground is smooth. Find the minimum and maximum horizontal force F
applied on block so that the bar will not slip on the inclined surface of block.
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28. In the situation shown in figure, (a) for what maximum value of force F can all three blocks move together.(b)
find accelerations of all blocks, nature and magnitude of friction force for following values of force F:10 N,
18N and 25N.

29. Find the acceleration of the two blocks shown in figure.

30. A 30 kg mass is initially at rest on the floor of a truck. The coefficient of static friction between the mass and
the truck floor is 0.3 and the coefficient of kinetic friction is 0.2. Before each acceleration given below, the
truck is travelling due  east at constant speed. Find the magnitude and direction of the friction force acting on
the mass (a) when the truck accelerates at 1.8 m/s² eastward, (b) when it accelerates at 3.8 m/s² westward.

31. Figure shows a small block of mass m kept at the left end of a larger block of mass M and length l. The
system can slide on a horizontal road. The system is started towards right with an initial velocity v. The
friction coefficient between the road and the bigger block is  and that between the blocks is /2. Find the
time elapsed before the small block separates from the bigger block.
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32. Find the acceleration of the block of mass M in the situation of figure. The coefficient of friction between the
two blocks is 1 and that between the bigger block and  ground 2.

33. The friction coefficient between the board and the board shown in figure is Find the maximum force that
the man can exert on the rope so that the board does not slip on the floor.

34. What  is the largest load that can be suspended without moving blocks A and B? The static coefficient of
friction for all plane surfaces of contact is 0.3. Block A weighs 500 N and block B weighs 700 N. Neglect
friction in the pulley system.
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35. Prism 1 with bar 2 of mass m placed on it gets a horizontal acceleration
a directed to the left (Fig.). At what maximum value of this acceleration
will the bar be still stationary relative to the prism, if the coefficient of
friction between them k < cot ?

36. In the arrangement shown in the figure, the floor is smooth and the friction exists only between the blocks.
The coefficient of static friction µs = 0.6 and coefficient of kinetic friction µk = 0.4, the masses of the
blocks are  m1 = 20 kg and m2 = 30 kg.

Find the acceleration of each block if :

(a) F = 100 N

(b) F = 200 N


